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  With the rapid development of social economy and industrialization process and
the stimulating domestic demand, electric power industry faces unprecedented
opportunity and challenge. For the manufacturers of low voltage switchgear,
everyone should think and treat carefully over how to stand out in the fierce
competitive environment.
 This thesis takes the Design Department of ABB Low Voltage Company for the
case of operation management optimization, hoping could research operation
management from another view point. This thesis combines theory with practice,
analyzes the basis of operation management, comes up with the optimization
plan, and then makes evaluation and reflection towards the results. The main line
of the thesis is to expound the operation management revolution in the Design
Department. Firstly we should find out the choke points and management defects
of the department. Secondly is to analyze the root causes, set up targets and
directions, constitute new management scheme and process reengineering plan,
implement changes, at last conclude and review.
 The thesis uses the trace type study method, combining the theory with my own
work experience also the study of actual cases, to refine the theory value, and
hopes to provide related industries and problems with operation management
optimization solution.
 After research, some standpoints are concluded. In the revolution of operation
management, a comprehensive and systematic discussion should be taken
towards management defects, instead of solving surface problems. As operation
management is deep and systematic. Appropriate supplemented means also
should be supported in the process reengineering, such as organization
restructure. The relationship of this two is unity of opposites. It has great













capacity. The veracity and timeliness of information transfer has the important
guiding significance in the environment of multi-projects. At the staff development
should be agreed with organizational target.
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